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BOOK
By Carleton
Carleton Kemp Allen. New
New York,
York, Oxford
Oxford UniverUniverin the Making. By
Law in
Press, 1927.
1927. pp.
pp. xxiv,
xxiv, 388.
388.
sity Press,
book contains
contains seven
seven chapters
chapters discussing
discussing the following
following as
as possible
possible
This book
sources of
of law:
law: the
the Sovereign,
Sovereign, Custom,
Custom, Precedent,
Precedent, Equity, and
and Legislation.
Legisla~ion.
sources
It deals
deals with
with one
one of
of the most interesting
interesting subjects
subjects in
in life;
life; and itit is written
written in
in
It
attractive style. It
It reviews
reviews the
the ideas
ideas of
of former
former jurists
jurists well
well and
and criticises
criticises
an attractive
them with
with intelligence. It
It excites the
the reader
reader to independent
independent thought on
on each
ench
them
matter considered
considered and
alld tempts him
him to write a book
book of
of his
his own in order
order to
to
matter
do better
better if
if he can.
can. This
This is high praise;
praise; and
and it
it should
should be
be remembered
remembered as
as
do
review proceeds,
proceeds, inasmuch
inasmuch as the reviewer
reviewer is forced to fll
fill most of his
his
this review
of differences
differences of
of opinion.
opinion. The
The chief weakwenl~~
permitted space with a discussion of
permitted
nesses of the book-which
book-which appear to the reviewer
reviewer to be
be fundamental
fundamental and
nesses
far-reaching-are a weakness
weakness in analysis
analysis and
and definition
definition and an
an inconsistency
inconsistency
far-reaching-are
in stating the part played
played by
by the courts in
in the making of law.
in
As to analysis
analysis and
and definition,
definition, he
he knows very little of privileges, powers,
powers,
As
"rights;" although
and. immunities,
immunities, as distinguished
distinguished from "rights;"
although they as well
well as
as
and
rights and
and duties vastly
vastly influence
influence one's
one's concept
concept of law and of legal sanctions.
sanctions.
conHe gives us no clear
clear definition of either law
law or custom, leaving
leaving us to eon~
fuse and
and identify
identify them in our minds,
minds, as the author himself at times does
He draws no line between law
law and morality, while
and at times does not. He
assume that there is a definite
definite and knowable line. And he
appearing to assume
appearing
appeals throughout to supposed "fundamental
"fundamental principle,"
principle," to "fundamental
ufundamental
appeals
of
principles of justice,"
justice," to "ideal
justice," and to "a
ua fundamental
fundamental sense
sense of
"ideal justice,"
principles
justice,"
assuming that these differ from the existing juristic
juristie
justice," apparently assuming
system, thinking perhaps that they can be known by intuition by any
reader and that they require
require no attempt at definition,
definition, comment, or illustrail1ustrn~
It does not help much in understanding the science of society to read
tion. It
of
source is the natural sense of
that among the sources of law "the ultimate source
conscience."
justice inherent in conscience."
As to the part played by judges, he at times recognizes their function
and power as the makers of our common
common law and the re-makers of statutes;
is
"There is
and then later he accepts such statements
statements as that of Lord Esher: "There
of
in fact no such thing as judge-made
judge-made law,"
law," and makes the weakest
weakest sort of
of
distinction between "interpretation"
"legislation." "The process of
"interpretation" and "legislation."
inducjul;1icial
judicial decision," he says, "may be regarded as either deductive or indue~
instance, whether he is
every instance,
tive," without a word to indicate that in every
the
premise and the
aware of
to select
select his own major premise
of it
it or not, the judge has to
the case rather
words in which it
doing this after he decides the
often doing
it is stated, often
than before. The courts have "a certain degree of censorship over the
principles
control over the principles
operation
gives them no control
it gives
of precedent. . .. . but it
operation of
selective agents
themselves;"
concerning the selectivo
themselves;" a strange statement to be made concerning
uniformilaw and whose uniformi~
who have made
common law
and are still making the common
made and
law is composed.
ties
that law
of which
which that
"principles" of
of action constitute the "principles"
ties of
and its relation
custom and
of custom
origin of
nature and origin
of the nature
The author's discussion of
analysis
keener analysitl
like aa l{eener
to
but the reader would like
interesting; but
is at all times interesting;
to law is
an appendix. He
of the
are collected in an
that are
"customs" that
specific "customs"
many specific
the many
community.
of a community.
"practice" of
shows
mere "practice"
in their origin customs are mere
shows that in
or
rightness or
of their rightness
Later
"conviction" of
conscious "conviction"
develop aa conscious
may develop
Later there may
that made
as
distinction
same
the
substantially
he
makes
Thus
utility.
utility. Thus he makes substantially the same distinction as that made
[ 270 ]]
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by
by Sumner
Sumner and
and Keller
Keller between
between folkways
folkways and
and mores.
mores. But
But he
he gives
give:> us no
no
discussion
of the
the development
development of
of the
the process
process of
of enforcement
emorcement of
of custom
custom by
by
discussion of
the societal
societal organization
organization and
and its officers.
officers. There
There are
are assertions
assertions that
that custom
custom
the
is
is not
not morality,
morality, that
that many
many jurists
jurists have
have failed
failed to
to weigh
weigh accurately
accurately the
the
influence of
of custom
custom upon
upon law,
law, and
and that
that custom
custom is
is law.
law. But
But surely
surely an
an
influence
unconscious folkway
folkway is
is not
not "law"
"law" in
in his
his intended
intended sense
sense of
of that
that term;
term; and
and
unconscious
yet he
he does
does not
not define
define custom
custom so
so as to exclude
e.>:clude such
such aa folkway.
folb.-way. Whether
Whether
yet
"law' depends
or
or not aa "custom"
"custom" is "law"
depends solely
solely upon
upon the
the chosen
chosen definitions
definitions of
of
those terms;
terms; but
but the
the author
author gives
gives us
us no
no such
such analysis
analysis or
or definition
definition as
as
those
enables us
us to follow him.
him.
enables
Before any
any legal
legal system,
system, he
he tells
tells us,
us, "the
"the conduct
conduct of
of men
men in
in society
society is
is
Before
governed by
by customary
customary rules.
rules. To
To call
call these legal
lcoal rules
rules is
is perhaps
perhaps to
t(l beg
beg
governed
and
the question,
question, for in very
very many
many cases
cases they
they are equally rules
rules of religion
religion and
the
morality, which
which have not yet become
become distinguished
distinguished from law;
law; but
but they are
morality,
'legal' in this
this sense,
sense, that
that they
they are
are binding
binding and obligatory,
obligatory, and the
the breach
breach
'legal'
of them is a breach
breach of duty."
duty." It
It is hardly
hardly sufficient
sufficient excuse
e.>:cuse for begging
begging the
of
confess that
that it
it is being
being done. What
What is his test of
of "legality,"
"legalip,,',"
question to confess
"binding and
and what
what is meant
meant by ''binding
and obligatory?"
obligatory?" Is
Is a custom
custom "obligatory"
"obligatory"
and
it is in fact the practice
practice of many people? The revitwer
revie'.':er
merely because
because it
merely
convenient test of "law'
''law'' lies in the
the action
action of
of the
the judicial
judicial
believes that the convenient
believes
executive agents
agents of organized
society, and that
that until
until the custom
custom affects
organized society,
and executive
their action
action it
created no "law."
''law.'' "Duty"
"Duty" consists
COIl::lists only
only in the threatened
threatened
it has created
against one whose conduct is to be stimulated.
stimulat1?d.
application of societal force against
application
giving no other.
But the
the author refuses this test, while
while ghing
But
Again he says,
intelligible
"An
English merchant of the 17th
17th century
century was bound,
bomzd~ in any
any intellip;ible
"An English
meaning of that word, in his foreign transactions
transactions by the rules of the Law
Merchant
before any Lord Mansfield
'was so bound.
hound. At
At
Mansfield had told him that he vas
Merchant before
being perhaps a virtuous Christian man,
man, he might consider
consider
the same time, being
conduct
himself bound to love his neighbor
neighbor as himself. These two rules of conduct
himself
would
entirely different
different spheres with entirely
entirely different
different aims and
would operate in entirely
sanctions."

We challenge him to state those aims and sanctions. In so doing he
would give us his definition. But it
it would then be seen that the only dishind
tinction between
between a rule of morality and aa rule of law lies in the ldnd
tinction
of "sanction." It
It is indeed
fast judge
indeed true that Lord Mansfield was not the first
Mlerwho put the force of organized society
society behind the rules of the Law !.Ieracceptance by a
chant. Nor is the existence
'law" dependent upon its acceptance
existence of ''In"..''
"bound"
17th century
century was "bound"
Court of King's Bench. The merchant of the 17th
because there were local courts and merchant courts to apply the strong
because
arm of societal organization. There are "trade usages," he tells us, that
that
"are followed
followed and
and obeyed
obeyed because the utcntcs
zetcdes believe they must be follo,,:cd
followed
"are
"legal
are these ''legal
and
results." What nre
legal resulb'."
order to effect certain u'gal
and obeyed in order
results" but the action of
agencies? And again we approach a
societal agencies?
of societal
does
test of law, as opposed
or custom, that the author does
either morality or
opposed to either
not give us. By
"legal results," we assume the
existence of ''legal
By assuming the e.>:istence
existence of ''law''
and again beg the question.
"law" and
Common
and the Common
''Law''
Bench and
of the King's Bench
function of
sole function
"Law" was not the sole
Pleas. Nor is
"common" law. There is such aa thing
required to be "common"
"law" required
is "law"
is ev"n
even
'It is
law. 'It
merchant law.
and merchant
as local
church law and
law, church
admiralty law,
and admiralty
local law and
so
should be so
law; but this should
desirable to assert
customary law;
of customary
the existence of
assert the
is
definition is
defined
itself. While no definition
custom itself.
it with custom
to identify it
not to
defined as not
of thought
thought
absolute or eternal,
convenience and clarity of
it is believed that convenience
eternal, it
are
of
of uniformity of
rules of
the rules
for the
"law" for
term ''law''
the t.erm
by reserving
reserving the
served by
are served
might
citizens. One might
action
individual citizens.
respect to individual
with respect
agents with
by societal agents
action by
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say the
the rules
rules for which there
there is
is a societal sanction,
sanction, except
except that this
this might
might
say
lead one
one to suppose
suppose itit to
to include
include mob
mob punishment
punishment and
and social ostracism,
ostracism,
lead
which
which should
should not
not be included
included among
among legal sanctions.
sanctions. Further,
Further, itit might
might also
be understood
understood as restricting
restricting "law" to societal
societal commands,
commands, as
as Austin
Austin and
be
have done, and as
as denying
denying the
the applicability
applicability of the
the term
term "legal
Illegal
others have
e.'l:cept rights and
and duties;
duties; whereas
whereas society
society constantly
constantly
relations" to
to everything
everything except
relations"
permissions as well as commands,
gives permissions
commands, and creates
creates powers,
powers, privileges, and
immunities
immunities as well as
as rights and duties.
With respect
respect to Savigny's
Savigny's theory that the
the judges
judges are mere
mere representatives
representatives
of the "Volksgeist,"
"Volksgeist," while
while admitting
admitting that the entire
entire British community
may have convictions
convictions as
as to such a matter as the freedom
freedom of the individual,
individunl,
he strongly
strongly asserts that in the
the details
details of the law
law the judge's
judge's own
own will is
is
the determining
determining factor. He says:
says:
the
"But
"But when
when a Judge
Judge decides a disputed
disputed question
question of property
property according
according
let
let us say, to the
the Rule in Shelley's
Shelley's Case,
Case, in what
what real
real sense
sense can
can he be said
pious
to be
be a representative
representative of the
the people?
people? Can
Can itit be pretended
pretended that a pious
to
Commonwealth
faith in the
the sanctity
sanctity of seisin burns
burns in the
the bosom of the Commonwealth
suffusing
members with a healthy
healthy glow?
glow? Is the
the community
community plunged
plunged
suffusing all its members
in gloom when an Act of Parliament
Parliament incontinently
incontinently sweeps the rule out
out
existence? The truth is that the Judge who has played a new
new variation
variation
of existence?
ns remote from
on the Rule in Shelley's Case is operating in a sphere as
discovered a new law
'popular consciousness'
mathematician who
who has discovered
'popular
consciousness' as a mathematician
distance
Elliptical Functions.
Functions. The present
present writer
writer cannot go the whole distance
of Elliptical
'made'
who say that the Rule in Shelley's Case has been merely 'made'
with those who
Judges; but its origin is certainly not to be found in massmnssout-and-out by Judges;
it is no less the law of the land than Habeas Corpus,
psychology.
psychology. Yet it
in
It is impossible to believe, in
and may affect
affect a citizen's
citizen's rights no less. It
in Ul'cmio
greiae
view
view of plain facts, that what is in gremio
uremio sudicis
iudicis is necessarily
necessarily in
vax popudi."
vax iurisconsulti
iuri-sconsulti is the 'Vox
populi or that the 'Vox
populi."

While the reviewer
reviewer sympathizes
expressed by the author,
sympathizes with the views expressed
While
believes that there
there is no essential difference
difference between the rules of law
he believes
"freedom of the individual from unlawful
determining th6
tM limits of the "freedom
unlawful
Case." Neither of the expressions
"Rule in Shelley's
restraint" and the "Rule
Shelley's Case!'
expressions
has much meaning, even to a learned
learned jurist, in its generalized
generalized form. And
"freedom of
convictions about ":freedom
if the common citizen thinks he has convictions
if
o:f the
merely having feelings about
individual from unlawful
unlawful restraint" he is merely
about
"freedom" is the
the vaguest sort of a generality. A rule prescribing
prescribing such IIfreedom"
tho
utere tuo ut ulionuln
alicnunm non
veriest kind of begging the question, just as is sic utere
freedom
laedas, or where there is aa right there is a remedy, or a man has ft'eedom
laedas,
of
to act as he pleases so long as he does not infringe on the rights o:f
"conanother. No "Volksgeist" that has any definable meaning
meaning and no "conrestraint is
community" determine when a particular rest1'l1.int
is
victions of the community"
"unlawful" and when the
the individual
individual has a right to be unrestrained.
lIuDlawful" and when
unrestrained. Doubtless each individual feels a lively conviction against any restraint upon
divine
express it
it by saying that he has a divino
himself and he will usually e.'l:press
that
"convictions" such as this that
it is not a set of "convictions"
"right" to be free. But it
Case, that
determine the law of freedom and restraint. Just as in Shelley's Case,
determine
the
law consists in the specific applications by judges and executives, in tho
permissions of freedom and the enforcements of restraint.
The author says "Law exists in order to be applied."
applied!' The reviewer
reviewer
Its
would go further and assert that the only "existence"
"existence" that law has is in its
applicatidns, that law is merely uniformity of application. A physical
physical
law is merely a statement of uniformity in physical matters. A social law
as
uniformity in human conduct-to be described US
is merely aa statement of uniformity
action
customary, or as folkways and mores, so long as not involving the action
when it is a
Law" when
of aa judicial organization,
"The Law"
organization, and to be described as "The
the
statement
uniformity of judicial conduct. Indeed, at page 80, tho
statement of the uniformity
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author writes:
writes: "Moi-es
"Moi'es et
et consetudo
consuetudo cannot
cannot become
become law
law without
without the
the interint..:rauthor
vention of
of jurisprudence."
jurisprudence." Human
Human conduct
conduct in society
society is
is merely
merely that
that part
part
vention
of the
the physical
physical world
world in
in which
which there
there appears
appears to
to be
be an greater
great~r pozsibility
possibility
of
of variation
variation from
from uniformity
uniformity according
according to
to the
the will
will of
of individuals;
individuals; and
and in
in
of
this
this process
process of
of variation
variation or
or of
of imitation
imitation the
the choice
choice lies
lies to a much
much greater
great(r
degree
degree with
with the
the judges
judges than
than with
with anyone
anyone else.
else.
The
The choices
choices made
made by
by the
the judges
judges must
must not
not be
be such
such as to
to give
give dissatisfaction
dissatisfaction
to powerful
of individuals.
individuals. If
If they do give
give such
such dissatisfaction,
dissatisfaction,
powerful numbers
numbers of
other judges
judges have
have always
always made
made a different
different choice.
choice. The
The "erroneous"
"erroneous" opinion
opinion
other
is
is "overruled."
"overruled." Herein
Herein lies
lies the
the only basis
basis for
for asserting
asserting the
the existce
exist<:>nce of
of aa
"Volksgeist." Ideas
Ideas such
such as "freedom"
"freedom" enter
enter into
into the
the consciousnezs
consciousness of
of
"Volksgeist."
large numbers
numbers of
of people.
people. Ideas
Ideas such
such as
as the "Rule
"Rule in
in Shellcys
Shellc~"l:1 Case"
C~e" enter
cnter
large
consciousness of
of aa smaller
smaller number.
number. The
The detailed
detailed and
and specific
specific action
action
the consciousness
of
of a court
court in the case
case of A against
against B may
nlay affect
affect very
very few
few indeed.
indeed. As
As to
to
the first there
there will
will be excited
e."cited feelings
feelings and "convictions,"
"comictions," and as to the
the last
last
there
there may
may be
be next
ne.~ to none. In neither,
neither, however,
however, are they
they universal,
univcr3al. and
and
as to all alike the variation
variation is merely
merely in
in degree
degree and
and not
not in hind.
lrind. The
The
as
"Volksgeist"
"Volksgeist" is a variable
variable consisting
consisting of the feelings and
and convictions
convictions of
of vary.... ar~,.
ing
ing numbers of
of persons
persons on each
each matter
matter that excites
e."cites their
thdr attention.
attention. Variations
in the numbers
numbers of people whose attention is excited
e."citcd are of vast
vast impurt,
import·
tions in
ance; and the action
action of courts
courts will depend
depend in a greater
greater or less degree
degree
instances there
thereon. In many instances
there will be no feeling or conviction other
other
than aa desire of the lawYers
judges themselves
themselves for logical
logical consistency.
consistencY.
lawyers and judges
than
instances, the community
community adjusts
adjusts itself
itself to
to rules and practices
prnctices
And in many instances,
antecedent to any other custom.
custom.
laid down by the jurists antecedent
author
In his chapter on the Authority
Authority and Operation
Operation of Precedent,
Precedent, the author
law. While
becomes surprisingly
surprisingly timid in his discussion
discussion of judge-made In.w.
"is
impression" the judge "is
admitting that in deciding a "case
"case of first impression"
certainly making a new contribution to our law,"
law," he says that in the main
the judge's
judge's whole effort is,
is.
"* ,."* :,." to find the law, not to manufacture
manufacture it.
",."
it. He is always
always working with
exist in the present or the past; his concern
materials which e.~st
concern is not with the
what
future effect of the rule he is laying down,
down, but with the application
npplication of what
cannot,
existing rule to aa concrete
he conceives
conceives to be an e.~sting
concrete case before
before him. He cannot.
however much he may wish to do so, sweep away
awny what he believes
believes to be the
prevailing rule of law and substitute
prevailing
substitute something
somethin~ else in its place. In this
'mahe'
say that he does not and cannot 'mnl.o'
'childish fiction' to ::ay
sense, it
it is no 'childish
is
'There is
M .R. said: 'There
law, and it
it was not without reason that Lord Esher l'II.R.
in fact no such thing as judge-made law."
law'."
with the functions and the
This timidity is not shown when he is dealing with
foregoing,
history of the CQurts
the book. How can the foregoing.
courts in other parts of the
quoted from page 173,
173, be reconciled with the following:
nowadays that the
historians nowadays
"It
"It is
is equally well known to all legal historians
the
realm' was in a very large measure the custom of the
'custom of the realm.'
Volksrecht." (p. 31)
Courts,
the people-Gerichtsrecht
people-Gerichtsrecht rather than Vollrsrecht."
Courts, not of the
generalizato be aa dry genernlizaold before it
it ceases
ceases to
English statute is not very old
"An English
"An
exampleZ."
of aa number of concrete e:mmples."
medium of
tion and is
is seen
seen through
through the medium
(p. 108)
108)
(p.
of decisions
decisions may modify
line of
strong and
and uniform line
"It
no secret that aa strong
"It is no
that far-reaclling
far-reaching
and that
rule of legislation.
legislation, and
reverse aa rule
even completely
completely reverse
or even
in
enactment in
themselves quite independently of cnactml:Dt
establish themselves
may establish
principles may
120)
behalf." (p.
(p. 120)
that behalf."
established as aa general
(primogeniture) seems to have been cstn.blished
it (primogeniture)
",~ * * it
of tho
the judges."
judges."
encouragement of
the deliberate
deliberate encouragement
realm by the
custom of
of the realm
custom
(p. 83)
83)
(p.
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"The
"The Statute of Uses itself became a plaything in the hands of conveyconveyancers,
energetically seconded by the Court of Chancery. The widow could
ancers, energetically
could
Common Law right to dower by the ingenious manipulamanipulabe barred from her Common
tion of uses, the express provisions
provisions of statutes could be nullified by the
tho
employment of such devices as bargain and sale and lease
lease and release."
157)
(p. 157)
difference between
It is believed by the reviewer
reviewer that the difference
between the legislator
legislator
It
the mode
processes of "making"
"making" law is merely
merely in tho
modo
and the judge in their processes
and rapidity of their procedure. That of the judge is piecemeal,
piecemeal, the
tho
being the result of
of
generalization that constitutes the rule of law usually being
generalization
a series of decisions,
decisions, occurring perhaps over
over aa long period of time. The
Tho
legislature can fulminate generalizations
generalizations without
without a single precedent and
in short order by a majority vote, though the effectiveness
effectiveness of this legislalegislaBut
tion in its application
application to living facts depends chiefly upon the courts. But
the great body of rules of the common
common law is the work
work of the jurists and
not of parliaments,
parliaments, as the author himself
himself admits.
jurisprudence
"In regard to the substance
"In
substance of English law as a system of jurisprudence
take
-the underlying
-the
underlying principles of right and duty-it is the Courts who tal:o
It is comparatively
comparatively rarely that the legislature
the lead. It
legislature interferes in this
domain." (p. 175)
175)
domain."
understand why he should say that,
This being
being so, itit is hard to understand
"The legislature
legislature can
can 'make'
new law
law in
in aa sense
sense which is quite precluded
precluded
"The
'make' new
interprets. By
to the Judge. It
It legislates
legislates where the Judge interprets.
By no possible
compensation
extension of his office can a judge introduce new rules for the compensation
employees.. .. •. •. The legislature can project
of injured employees
project into the future a
rule of law which has never before existed in England. The Courts can
can
kind."
do nothing of the kind."
compensation of
of
Did not the courts
courts in the United States make rules for the compensation
injured employees when they created the fellow servant
servant rule and the assumpassumption of risk doctrine?
"only in a derivaIt is only confusing
It
confusing to say that the judge
judge is a law-maker
law-makel' "only
Judge
secondary sense, but only so the Judgo
tive and secondary
secondary sense...
sense •.• In
In this secondary
does undoubtedly
It is not an original act of creation.
creation. Every
undoubtedly 'make'
'make' law. It
sense." (p. 174)
174)
interpretation shapes something new, in a secondary
act of interpretation
secondary sense."
"creation" in every sense of that term. And
The judge's work is that of "creation"
"shapes something new" in the way of law, the present
when the judge "shapes
present
"secondary sense."
sense." The only
reviewer cannot admit the existence
existence of any "secondary
only
It is true that the judge
difference lies in the method of the creation. It
it and a legislaturo
legislature docs
does
applies his rule of law in the very act of making it
not; but only an incompetent
incompetent judge
judge fails to concern himself with the future
effect
effect of the rule he is laying down.
The present
present reviewer is not an authority upon M.
M. Duguit's theory of the
convinced
interdependence;" but he is convinced
State and of the "fact
"fact of social interdependence;"
that the author of the present volume is obsessed by traditional mystical
is
"right," and "ethics"
"State", "law", "right,"
notions of "State",
"ethics" of which
which M. Duguit is
happily
happily free. The author fears that the abandonment
abandonment of such
such mystical
mystical
conflict
conceptions will result in a disintegration
disintegration of society and increasing
increasing conflict
experibetween
between groups. This may be true. Men have always had to learn
learn by experience. But the decentralization
decentralization process, the disintegration
disintegration of great national
smaller. and conflicting
groups into smaller.
conflicting industrial or religious groups, itself
itself
personalized "sovereignty"
"sovereignty" is nothproves
conception of a personalized
proves that the mystical
mystical conception
ing but a fanciful conception. As the smaller groups
groups fight for their existence
and for control
control of the means of existence, some one of them may overpower
overpower
all the others
others and compel their subjection. Thus we witness the phenomena
phenomena
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success of such
known as Fascism,
Fascism, the Soviet, and the Trade Union. In the succe2S
such
asserting
friend "the State,"
State," a23ertint;
a group we should again find our old frieud
inculcating from very babyhood
"sovereignty" and inculcating
babyhood the age-old mystical
mystical
"ethical basis of law!'
law." On the
notions of "right", "duty to the State," and "ethical
"fact of social
if the groups merely
other hand, if
merely destroy each other, the "fnct
Eocinl
survivors,
interdependence" may force itself into the minds
interdependence"
minds of the miserable survivor:;;,
with a resultant new grouping for the maintenance
maintenauce of existence;
existencej and again
again
"ethics."
we should build up theories of "the State," of "right," and of "ethiC3."
social
The only way to avoid a debacle
debacle is the realization
realization of the "fact of Eocml
interdependence," the fact that without the help of others
interdependence,"
others we die, the fact
fact
we
fact that
that conflict means death and misery to us and ours,
our:;;, the fnct
thnt wo
groupings and smaller
only by also giving. This involves
can gain ouly
involves large grouping:;;
It involve;:;
involves
ones within, and continual adjustment
adjustment and readjustment. It
It b
is the
and by courts. It
legislation
legislation by parliaments,
parliaments, by local councils, llnd
process of evolution of law, of government, and of mankind.
mnnIrlnd.
Comim.
ARTHUa L.
AnTIDm
L. COlUlm.
Carricrz Bctwcca,
Regulate Intcrtatc
Power to Regulate
The Distributioi
Distribution of Power
Interstate Curriers
Bctl!~ccn the
tho
Nation and
and the States. By
By George G. Reynolds. New York, Columbia
Columbia
Nation
University Press, 1928.
1928. pp. 434.
434.
This is an extraordinarily
e.."\.traordinarily penetrating, lucid and accurate
accurate study of the,
the,
most important
important constitutional
constitutional problem
problem of present day American federalism.
federalism.
state and
While the title confines itself merely
merely to the distribution
distribution between
between Etate
and
in
draws in
nation of power over interstate
interstate carriers, the study so
EO adequately
adequately draw3
the
treatment of
the problems lying at its periphery
periphery as to give a balanced
balanced tre:ltment
of ttle
division between
between state
state and federal control
control in the whole field of interstate
literature
It is certainly a very
commerce.
commerce. It
very important contribution to the litQl"nture
constitutional law.
of American
American constitutional
first
The book is divided
divided into six chapters of unequal length. The firi:it
analyzes the historical background and the purpose of the constitutional
constitutional
grant of federal power over interstate
interstate commerce, a power
po"..er designed to
to
with
to keep pace
furnish adequate
adequate protection
protection to national interests, t-o
pace "''lith
the expanding technique
technique of commercial
commercial intercourse,
intercourse, and yet not intended
to oust the states from all concurrent
concurrent authority
authority over
over interstate commerce.
commerce'.
The next
ne.."\.-t three chapters,
chapters, comprising the bulk of the book, give a clear
clear
of the United
United
and thorough analysis of the decisions of the Supreme Court 01
States bearing
bearing on federal and state power over
over interstate carriers.
carriel"3. The
17S9-18S7, 18871857subject matter is divided into three chronological
chronological periods:
periods: 1'1Srl-1SS7,
187 and the
1920, and 1920-1927,
1920,
1920-1927, with the Interstate
Interstate Commerce Act of 1S87
Transportation Act of 1920 serving as division points. A fifth chapter
Transportation
chapter
deals with federal statutes
statutes which have affected state power over interstate
intaztate
commerce.
commerce. The concluding
concluding chapter
chapter presents an evaluation
evaluation of the prc-ent
pre::ent
proposals for change.
distribution
distribution of power and a consideration
consideration of various propomls
painstaking analysis of the
With a sureness of touch derived from a painstaking
of
cases,
cases, the author draws for us the characteristics
characteristics of the three periods of
187 the federal
judicial interpretation just
just mentioned. Down to 1S87
federal governAfter
exercised little legislative
ment e..-.,:ercised
legislative control
control over interstate
inter:::tate commerce. After
reached
Coolky case in 1S51,
1851, the Court rcached
some uncertainty, in the well known Cooky
conflicting views, one that federal power
a working
working compromise between two conflicting
power
states may reguover interstate commerce
commerce is exclusive, the other that the £tates
late that commerce
commerce in ways that do not conflict
conflict with positive federal law.
In'S.
This compromise consisted in a division of the field of interstate
interstnte commerce
commerce
regulation between
between subjects which demand
demand a single uniform rule and must
must
regulation
therefore be dealt with by Congress, and those which permit diversity of
of
therefore
control and may be handled by the states in the absence of federal
federal action.
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